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states, ambitious New York held out in organized resistance; and
between Maryland and South Carolina lay Virginia (still in-
cluding Kentucky) and North Carolina (still claiming Tennes-
see), both of them reaching from the Atlantic to the Mississippi,
and both of them with such strong oppositions that nobody could
be sure whether they would ratify or not.
The geographical situation of Virginia and New York gave
their Antifederalists a strategic advantage. So long as those two
barrier states refused to enter the proposed general government
they could make it almost impossible for the other states to
inaugurate it with any prospect of success. In New York there
was a stubborn part}' opposed to any fundamental change in
the Confederation government The leaders of the opposition in
Virginia favored a stronger union, but thought their state should
propose amendments to the Constitution and insist that they
be acted on by another Federal Convention. Jefferson in Paris
was at first—though not later—of this opinion. He wished to see
nine states ratify, so that the new government would be assured,
and the remaining four hold out for what he considered indis-
pensable amendments: a bill of rights included and the President
limited to a single term of office. The Virginia Antifederalists
believed that Virginia could not do without the union, but also
that the union could not do without Virginia* which was then
the largest of the states and had at least a fifth of the total
population of the United States.
Before the Virginia convention met at Richmond on June 2,
1788, the leaders of the opposition were very active. Mason was
joined by Patrick Henry, who fought the Constitution as he had
formerly fought the British rule. He assured Virginians that
under the Constitution an established religion would be set up.
He wrote to Kentuckians that under the Constitution they would
lose the right to navigate the Mississippi. Mason was intemperate.
He told his constituents, it was reported, that they must not
think the Constitution had been made by an assemblage of great
men. The delegates from New England were "Knaves and Fools";
those from the lower South "a parcel of Coxcombs**; those from
the Middle states "Office Hunters not a few." Randolph was
first active, then gradually quieter.
The Federalist leaders in the convention were the venerated^
crippled Edmund Pendleton, who was chosen president, George

